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10 + 1 Calendar Design Tips  
 

Each CALVENDO calendar can be a success – attracting attention and 
getting ordered. 

Sure, it’s good to know what you like before getting to work on your 
calendar. But knowing what your target group is looking for is even 
better. After all, the bait has to be tasty to the fish, not to the 
fisherman! So work on figuring this out by asking potential buyers if 
your product is appealing and how you might improve it. The 
reward for this kind of meticulous work is a large number of 
satisfied customers. And that is rewarding in many ways. 
 

1. The wording of the title, the cover image and all pages including 
the calendar grid need to match in terms of theme and design. 
They all need to come “from one mold.” If the calendar theme 
permits, pages should follow the turn of the seasons, i.e. January 
could have a winter landscape while May could have a field of 
wildflowers. Or July could have a very colorful design while 
December creates an atmosphere of contemplation. This is the 
kind of arc that could accompany the owner of a calendar through 
the year. Variation is good, but be sure that all images share a 
common visual language. 

2. Find a title that creates some tension, carries emotion and is 
easily understood, i.e. “Floral Greetings From Our Home,” rather 
than “The Flowers in the Garden behind Our House.” 

3. Choose expressive images for the cover: clear, eye-catching central 
motifs (a face, a tree, a product, etc.) that work well to visualize 
the theme. 
The cover image may be the best photo from your series but not 
necessarily. The important thing is that it draws attention, creates 
interest and curiosity. 
When combining several pictures on one page, avoid using more 
than six. The more images there are, the busier and less focused 
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the page becomes. Note that images on the cover don’t have to be 
repeated in the calendar. The cover is not a table of contents but 
acts as a kind of wrapping. 

4. The product images in retail catalogues (ex. Amazon) are very 
small. Therefore make sure to choose a font for the cover that is 
appropriately sized and creates enough contrast with the 
background. Choose white or a very light color if your background 
is fairly dark. Place your text in a very calm image area, perhaps 
even in a separate field next to the image. You might also make 
the central word in the title stand out typographically, for 
example, The Beauty of the Canary Islands.  
Above all, test your cover on your computer screen by displaying it 
in thumbnail size. Does your message still come across? 

5. Have your calendar correspond to the cover image and the buyer’s 
expectations that are based on this image! A calendar entitled “A 
Maldivian Dream” should have images of islands and turquoise 
water, not hotel resorts. 

6. A determining factor in sales is not just the product’s theme but 
its (artistic) expressiveness and the craftsmanship of its images. 
Ask yourself: do you like the photos mostly because you like to 
remember the special circumstances of where and when you took 
them? This, unfortunately, won’t be a criterion to potential 
buyers – not unless that special something is captured in the 
photographs. 
Also, gray, out-of-focus and color-cast photos are definitely out! 

7. Take your time choosing a calendar grid. The one that is preset 
might not be right for your project. Test several calendar grids in 
the Publisher to find out which one works well with your images. 
Which shape and which color will make your message stronger? 
Small grids leave more room for the images and take a back seat, 
while large grids are more legible. What is important for your 
calendar? 
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8. If the resolution is not high enough for your images to fill a large 
format, you could choose a calendar grid with a frame. This might 
bring down the size of the image area just enough to make your 
images work.  

9. Use cropping or image details in your design. Simply centering a 
motif may be boring. Everything you learned about composition in 
photography can be applied to your calendar images. 

10. Match the colors in the calendar grid, the fonts and font color with 
your images to create a harmonious whole. For example for beach 
and sea images, use a tan calendar grid and a narrow dark blue 
font. Consciously breaking with a style requires skill and daring 
and experience, for example, when combining lovely photos of 
ladybugs with an old typewriter font.  
 
Think about the different effects when choosing a font: 

 Fonts like Gardener or Times New Roman can appear 
distinguished and elegant. They are universally applicable.  

 Others come across as technical, like Upright, or very matter-
of-fact, like Arial. These fonts are good for everything relating 
to technology, the history of technology or the natural sciences. 

 Some fonts have a personal, even intimate touch: handwriting 
or related fonts like Roughly Write. They are basically suited to 
everything that signals emotion such as calendars dedicated to 
a region (“At Home in the Catskill Mountains”). 

11. Put aside ample time to write the product description, select retail 
categories and keywords! Ask yourself: which search terms would 
you use when doing an internet search for a calendar like yours? 
Less is more because the number of keywords is restricted by the 
retail sector. Therefore limit yourself to the most to-the-point, apt 
terms. 


